AJ. High-resolution entrainment mapping of gastric pacing: a new analytical tool. tric pacing has been investigated as a potential treatment for gastroparesis. New pacing protocols are required to improve symptom and motility outcomes; however, research progress has been constrained by a limited understanding of the effects of electrical stimulation on slow-wave activity. This study introduces highresolution (HR) "entrainment mapping" for the analysis of gastric pacing and presents four demonstrations. Gastric pacing was initiated in a porcine model (typical amplitude 4 mA, pulse width 400 ms, period 17 s). Entrainment mapping was performed using flexible multielectrode arrays (Յ192 electrodes; 92 cm 2 ) and was analyzed using novel software methods. In the first demonstration, entrainment onset was quantified over successive waves in spatiotemporal detail. In the second demonstration, slow-wave velocity was accurately determined with HR field analysis, and paced propagation was found to be anisotropic (longitudinal 2.6 Ϯ 1.7 vs. circumferential 4.5 Ϯ 0.6 mm/s; P Ͻ 0.001). In the third demonstration, a dysrhythmic episode that occurred during pacing was mapped in HR, revealing an ectopic slow-wave focus and uncoupled propagations. In the fourth demonstration, differences were observed between paced and native slow-wave amplitudes (0.24 Ϯ 0.08 vs. 0.38 Ϯ 0.14 mV; P Ͻ 0.001), velocities (6.2 Ϯ 2.8 vs. 11.5 Ϯ 4.7 mm/s; P Ͻ 0.001), and activated areas (20.6 Ϯ 1.9 vs. 32.8 Ϯ 2.6 cm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.001). Entrainment mapping enables an accurate quantification of the effects of gastric pacing on slow-wave activity, offering an improved method to assess whether pacing protocols are likely to achieve physiologically and clinically useful outcomes. gastric electrical stimulation; gastrointestinal; electrophysiology; slow wave GASTRIC PERISTALSIS IS CONTROLLED by a propagating electrical activity termed slow waves. Gastric pacing involves electrically stimulating the stomach to entrain the propagation of slow waves for therapeutic purposes. Gastric pacing is a different therapy to high-frequency, short-pulse gastric electrical stimulation, which is not thought to alter slow-wave behavior (18, 24) .
obesity to disrupt slow-wave activity in a controlled manner, with the aim of restricting eating and inducing satiety (25) . The feasibility of gastric pacing has been evaluated in small trials; however, a clinical role has not been established, and pacing remains experimental. It has been suggested that a new generation of pacing devices will be required to achieve effective entrainment and motility outcomes, while also optimizing energy efficiency to facilitate long-term implantation (9, 26) .
Present research methods employed in the study of gastric pacing have not changed significantly since first described almost 40 years ago (12, 19) and have lagged behind major advances in cardiac pacing research (19) . Up to now, all gastric pacing studies have employed few recording electrodes (typically Յ 4) sutured to the gastric serosa. These sparse measurements have enabled a relatively crude analysis of pacing outcomes, such as determining the onset, frequency, and timing of slow-wave entrainment (19, 24) . However, it has now been shown that sparse measurements cannot accurately define slow-wave propagation sequences because of the limited field of spatial sampling (13) .
New research tools that provide an improved understanding of gastric electrical activity will aid in the development of the new generation of pacing devices. High-resolution (HR) mapping of the gastrointestinal tract involves the placement of spatially dense electrode arrays (typically Ͼ 100 electrodes) over the electrically active tissue surface, enabling a precise quantification of the spatiotemporal patterns of slow-wave propagation. HR mapping has recently been successfully applied to improve the understanding of both normal and dysrhythmic gastric slow-wave propagation (13, 14) but has not previously been applied to evaluate outcomes in gastric pacing.
The aim of this study was to demonstrate, evaluate, and validate HR entrainment mapping for gastric pacing research. The technical and analytical tools that enable this methodology are presented, together with the necessary new terminologies. Example studies are presented to evaluate the following four theoretical advantages of HR entrainment mapping over sparse-electrode measurements for investigating gastric pacing outcomes: 1) the capability to track the onset and propagation of entrained slow-wave activity in superior spatial detail and, therefore, to also quantify the interactions between the entrained and native slow-wave activities; 2) improved accuracy in calculating slow-wave propagation velocities; 3) the capability to accurately describe gastric dysrhythmic events during pacing; and 4) the capability to accurately quantify differences in tissue activation that may occur during different pacing protocols.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal preparation. All experiments were performed in vivo. Pigs of either sex and of mean body weight of 36.1 Ϯ 2.6 kg were used in this study. Ethical approval was granted by the University of Auckland Animal Ethics Committee. The pigs were fasted overnight, before the induction of anesthesia using Zoletil (Tiletamine HCl, 50 mg/ml, and Zolazepam HCl 50 mg/ml), followed by intubation and maintenance anesthesia with isoflurane (2.5-5%, with an oxygen flow of 400 ml within a closed-circuit anesthetic system). The pigs were placed supine on a heating pad, and laparotomy was performed, with continuous monitoring of vital parameters including blood pressure and heart rate throughout the experiments. Rectal and intra-abdominal temperatures were monitored, and a heat lamp was employed when necessary to ensure that both temperatures were maintained within the normal range.
Gastric pacing and HR entrainment mapping. Pacing was performed using a DS8000 stimulator (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) attached to two stainless steel 23-gauge pacing needles (8-mm separation). All pacing protocols employed in this study were bipolar, involving constant current pulses of periods 17-19 s, amplitudes of 2 to 4 mA, and a pulse width of 400 ms. These protocols were chosen on the basis of entrainment protocols that were previously found to be successful in canines and humans (1, 24) . Baseline recordings were taken before stimulation, and each protocol was evaluated for a duration of 5-20 min.
HR mapping was performed using flexible printed circuit board (PCB) electrode arrays, which were recently developed and validated for the HR mapping of gastrointestinal slow-wave activity ( Fig. 1A ) (5) . These arrays are constructed using copper wires and gold contacts in a polyimide ribbon base. Each array has 32 electrodes (4 ϫ 8 configuration), and up to six PCBs (192 electrodes over an area of 93 cm 2 ) were tessellated at any one time to achieve mapping of large areas of tissue. Sample slow-wave sequences recorded using the PCB electrodes are presented in Fig. 1B .
Unipolar recordings were acquired from the PCBs via the ActiveTwo System (Biosemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) at a recording frequency of 512 Hz. The common-mode sense electrode was placed on the lower abdomen, and the right leg drive electrode on the hind leg. Each PCB was connected to the ActiveTwo via a 1.5-m 68-way ribbon cable, which was in turn fiber optically connected to a notebook computer. The acquisition software was written in Labview 8.2 (National Instruments, Austin, TX).
Signal analysis. Signals from all channels were filtered using a second-order Bessel low-pass filter of 10 Hz. Following each experiment, the timing of the slow-wave events were hand marked in SmoothMap v.3.05 at the point of maximum negative slope (22) . Unless otherwise specified, all other data analysis and presentation was performed in Matlab v.2006b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). Isochronal activation maps of selected propagation sequences were computed according to our previously described methods ( Fig. 1C ) (5) , and velocity field maps for selected sequences were computed using an algorithm that was recently adapted for this purpose ( Fig.  1D) (7) . Slow-wave amplitudes were calculated in SmoothMap v 3.05 (22) . Where appropriate, slow-wave parameters were averaged over multiple successive waves and expressed as means Ϯ SD. Students' t-test was used to compare slow-wave parameters, with a P value Ͻ0.05 considered significant.
Methods for analyzing slow-wave interactions. During gastric pacing, it is known that the entrained and native slow-wave activities will often interact within the same field of recordings (17). New analytical methods and terminologies were developed to enable the quantification of these interactions in HR spatiotemporal detail. The "zone of entrainment" (ZOE), "zone of normal" activity (ZON), distance that the native slow wave propagated (dn), and distance that the entrained slow wave propagated in the retrograde direction (d e) were defined and calculated for mapped events (see Fig. 2 ).
Example Study 1 methods: the origin, propagation, and interactions of paced slow waves. In sparse-electrode studies of gastric pacing, the onset of entrainment is usually determined by the appearance of a constant time lag (phase-locking) between the pacing artifacts and slow waves over multiple waves ( Fig. 3 ). Typically, pacing has, therefore, usually been performed at a frequency slightly higher than the intrinsic slow-wave frequency to permit the verification of pacing onset (1, 24) . By contrast, an HR analysis allows pacing outcomes to be evaluated at any pacing frequency because the density of the electrodes allows the slow-wave propagation sequences to be tracked at superior spatial resolutions, allowing the origin of pacing onset to be located precisely as shown in Fig. 2 . In the first example study, the baseline gastric slow-wave frequency was 3.5 Ϯ 0.1 counts/min, and stimulation was continuously applied at a similar frequency (period 17 s, amplitude 4 mA, pulse width 400 ms). HR mapping was conducted according to the same electrode configuration as detailed in Fig. 2 , and the pacing needles were positioned in the midcorpus to enable the study of entrained slow-wave propagation in all directions from the stimulation site. The onset and propagation of entrained slow-wave activity was quantified in spatiotemporal detail over a 10-min recording period. To quantify the interaction between the native and entrained slow-wave activities, the ZON, ZOE, d e, and dn were calculated and compared for every slow-wave sequence that occurred after the onset of pacing.
Example Study 2 methods: accuracy of slow-wave velocity calculations. The same pacing and HR mapping configuration used in the first example study was employed again for the second study, in which the accuracy of calculating slow-wave velocities was compared between an HR analysis vs. a standard sparse-electrode analysis. The HR velocity calculation was performed using the recently described velocity field method (7) . To compare the velocity calculation method from a typical sparse-electrode study (16, 19) , four individual electrodes were selected from the 160 electrodes of the HR array from the greater curvature side at 25-mm spacing intervals. The slow-wave velocity between these electrodes was calculated by determining the time lag between the slow waves recorded by each adjacent electrode pair, then dividing this time by the distance between the electrodes (25 mm) before averaging the velocities for all three adjacent electrode pairs.
Example Study 3 methods: entrainment mapping of gastric dysrhythmia. A previous study by Lammers et al. (14) has shown that only HR recordings can accurately define the slow-wave behaviors that occur during gastric dysrhythmias, which may include reentrant loops and complex focal activities. In the third example study, pacing was initiated at period of 17 s, amplitude of 4 mA, and pulse width of 400 ms. Periodic instances of gastric dysrhythmias were observed during the resulting entrainment period, and these were mapped in HR using six PCBs (192 electrodes total; 93 cm 2 ). Four individual electrodes were then selected from the HR array in the same manner as described for Example Study 2, and the recordings from these electrodes was presented to compare the level of detail achieved by a sparse analysis vs. an HR analysis. indicates the area that was entrained by pacing within the mapped field (51.7 cm 2 ). The "collision line" (CL) denotes where the ZON and ZOE meet. Another line is drawn from the pacing site to the first electrode activated by native activity, and dn indicates the distance that the native slow wave propagated along this line (4.6 cm), whereas de indicates the distance that the entrained slow wave propagated in the retrograde direction along this line (4.3 cm). Fig. 3 . Determining entrainment onset with sparse electrodes. In sparseelectrode studies, the temporal relationship between the pacing artifacts (vertical arrows) and the slow waves is often used to determine the onset of entrainment. A: an irregular period between artifact and slow wave (horizontal arrows) indicates no slow-wave entrainment. B: regular period between the artifacts and slow waves (horizontal arrows) indicates entrainment (phaselocking). C: if the native slow-wave and pacing frequencies were similar, then it would be unclear whether entrainment was achieved or not, as in the first 3 waves shown here (all occurring at 3.5 counts/min). In this case, the last wave in each electrogram is the true time of entrainment onset (horizontal arrows).
Example Study 4 methods: entrainment mapping to compare active tissue areas. In the fourth example study, the pacing electrodes were placed near the greater curvature of the distal antrum in the manner that has been employed for studies investigating gastric stimulation for obesity (25) . The baseline slow-wave frequency was 2.7 Ϯ 0.2 counts/min, and stimulation was initiated at a period of 19 s (3.16 counts/min), amplitude of 4 mA, and pulse width of 400 ms. HR mapping was undertaken using three PCB arrays (92 electrodes total; 47 cm 2 ) placed proximal to the stimulus site on the antrum and corpus to map entrained wave propagation in the aboral direction. After 300 s of continuous entrainment, the amplitude of stimulation was halved from 4 mA to 2 mA. HR entrainment mapping was employed to compare the slow-wave velocities, amplitudes, and the area of tissue that was active before and after the change in the stimulation protocol.
RESULTS
Entrainment was successfully established in five of the six evaluated pigs. The following HR entrainment mapping examples were selected to demonstrate the advantages of HR entrainment mapping in the study of gastric pacing for each of the four specified aims.
Example Study 1: the origin, propagation, and interactions of paced slow waves. Following the onset of stimulation, baseline slow-wave activity continued unchanged for the first 402 s (6.7 min), with continued propagation of the native slow-wave activity over the entire mapped field (Fig. 4A ). Entrainment onset was thereafter shown to be a gradual process, during which the mapped field transitioned from one zone containing the native slow-wave events into two zones (one native and one entrained), each containing independently propagating slow-wave events, and finally into one zone containing only entrained waves (Figure 4 ). An HR quantification of the onset of entrainment over this period is presented in Fig. 5 .
The onset of entrainment was signaled by a sharp fall in d n and ZON and a sharp rise in the ZOE. However, the d e did not increase immediately at the onset of entrainment because, whereas the entrained activity dominated the mapped field aboral (antegrade) to the pacing electrodes, the native slowwave activity continued to dominate the mapped field oral (retrograde) to the pacing electrodes. Paced activity began to encroach over the retrograde field at 441 s, with inconsistent gains achieved until 561 s, when complete retrograde entrainment of the whole field was consistently achieved (d n ϭ 0 mm). The average d e during complete retrograde entrainment was 91 Ϯ 4 mm.
Example Study 2: accuracy of slow-wave velocity calculations. Before the onset of entrainment, the velocities calculated using the sparse-electrode method underestimated the propagation velocities compared with the HR calculation method (4.4 Ϯ 1.8 vs. 6.3 Ϯ 2.8 mm/s; P Ͻ 0.001). After the onset of entrainment, the sparse-electrode method was markedly inaccurate for the measurement of slow-wave velocities (Fig. 5 ).
Using the HR methods, entrained gastric slow-wave propagation was found to be anisotropic (Fig. 4, B and C) , with a faster velocity in the circumferential axis of the organ than in the longitudinal axis (4.5 Ϯ 0.6 mm/s vs. 2.6 Ϯ 1.7 mm/s; P Ͻ 0.001). The average slow-wave velocity did not significantly change after the onset of entrainment (6.3 Ϯ 2.8 vs. 6.4 Ϯ 2.8 mm/s; P ϭ 0.39). The mean slow-wave amplitude increased after the onset of entrainment; however, this difference was minimal (0.31 Ϯ 0.19 vs. 0.36 Ϯ 0.22 mA; P Ͻ 0.001).
Example Study 3: entrainment mapping of gastric dysrhythmias.
The baseline slow-wave frequency was 3.1 Ϯ 0.1 counts/min, and pacing at 3.52 counts/min successfully induced slow-wave entrainment with a 1:1 relationship between each stimulus and entrained wave (Fig. 6, A and B) . After a period of stable entrainment, a skipped cycle occurred, which was followed by a dysrhythmic episode that was revealed by HR entrainment mapping to be characterized by ectopic events and uncoupled slow-wave propagation (Fig. 6C) . By comparison, a sparseelectrode analysis would have detected some irregularity in the slow-wave activity in terms of the rhythm but could not have accurately discerned the simultaneous uncoupled slow-wave events and their complex propagation patterns (Fig. 6D) .
Example Study 4: entrainment mapping to compare active tissue areas. The baseline slow-wave frequency was 2.7 Ϯ 0.2 counts/min, and 1:1 entrainment of slow waves was readily achieved in the retrograde direction over the mapped field at 3.16 counts/min. Following the change in the stimulation amplitude, the return of propagation in the antegrade direction indicated a loss of entrainment (Fig. 7) , and the slow-wave Fig. 4 . Entrainment mapping after the onset of gastric pacing. Gastric pacing was conducted at a period of 17 s (3.5 counts/min), amplitude of 4 mA, and pulse width of 400 ms using electrodes positioned as shown in Fig. 2A . Three 60-s electrogram sequences are presented from recordings taken after pacing onset, and activation maps are shown for each cycle that is designated by the black arrows. The displayed electrograms correspond to the vertical columns of channels indicated by the vertical gray bands on each map. Stimulus artifacts are signaled with gray arrows. The isochronal intervals are 2 s. A: t ϭ 0 -60 s after pacing onset. Normal antegrade slow-wave propagation (3.5 Ϯ 0.1 counts/min) initially continued unchanged. B: t ϭ 405-465 s. The entrained area gradually expanded to overtake the native activity. For the mapped event, the ZON ϭ 21.5 cm 2 , ZOE ϭ 51.7 cm 2 , dn ϭ 4.6 cm, and de ϭ 4.3 cm. C: t ϭ 575-635 s. Total entrainment of the mapped field was achieved over multiple successive waves.
frequency was observed to drop from 3.5 counts/min (entrained frequency) to 1.7 Ϯ 0.1 counts/min (a native frequency that was lower than the baseline). The velocity of slow-wave propagation during entrainment was significantly slower than that of the subsequent native activity (6.2 Ϯ 2.8 mm/s vs. 11.5 Ϯ 4.7 mm/s; P Ͻ 0.001), and the amplitude of the slow-wave events was also significantly lower during entrainment compared with when the native activity returned (0.24 Ϯ 0.08 mV vs. 0.38 Ϯ 0.14 mV; P Ͻ 0.001). Entrainment mapping showed that a smaller area of tissue had been activated during the entrainment period, compared with the tissue area that was activated after the return of the native activity (20.6 Ϯ 1.9 cm 2 vs. 32.8 Ϯ 2.6 cm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.001).
DISCUSSION
This study introduces and validates the methodology for entrainment mapping, in which HR mapping has been adapted for evaluating gastric pacing outcomes. Multielectrode arrays, novel analytical software tools, and new terminologies have enabled this methodology, and their combined utility has been demonstrated in a series of example studies.
The example studies demonstrate that entrainment mapping has a number of potential advantages over previous sparseelectrode methods for researching gastric pacing outcomes. Most significantly, entrainment mapping enables gastric pacing outcomes to be quantified in accurate spatiotemporal detail. Unlike in sparse-electrode studies, entrainment mapping allows the propagation of the entrained activity to be mapped, the interaction between the native and entrained activities to be defined, slow-wave velocities to be accurately calculated, dysrhythmias to be accurately described, and the area and local characteristics of tissue activation to be quantified for a given stimulation protocol.
The inaccuracy of sparse-electrode configurations for calculating slow-wave velocities has previously been predicted and discussed (7, 11) . This inaccuracy arises because slow-wave velocities can only be accurately quantified if velocity components are evaluated orthogonally to the wavefront (7) . The orientation of the wave front must therefore be known before velocity calculations, which is less likely when using sparseelectrode configurations. The velocity vector field estimation method recently introduced by Du et al. (7) overcomes this problem by employing an algorithm that calculates the slowwave velocity at each electrode in a manner that is dependent on a spatially averaged analysis of each propagating event. The efficacy of the velocity vector field method has been validated in this study, and its advantages were especially evident after the onset of entrainment, when sparse-electrode calculations were found to be inadequate.
This study aimed to validate a new methodology and was therefore not powered to analyze specific pacing protocol outcomes. However, a number of interesting findings from the example studies warrant further comment. In the first experiment, it was observed that the onset of entrainment did not occur until several minutes after the onset of stimulation. In a previous study by Xing et al. (24) , entrainment in canines was usually induced within 1 min of beginning stimulation. A likely explanation for the delayed onset of entrainment in this study is that initially the stimulation impulses fell on the refractory tail of the native slow waves, which were occurring at a similar frequency. After a period of minutes, it is likely that the native activity and the stimulation impulses gradually desynchronized, until the impulses no longer occurred during the refractory period, allowing entrainment to began. Fig. 4 . Entrainment onset is indicated by a fall in the ZON and expansion of the ZOE. B: plot of dn and de measured for every cycle over the same period. Entrainment onset is indicated by a fall in dn. C: propagation velocities as determined with the sparse electrodes and the HR mapping. Before the onset of entrainment, the velocity calculated by a sparse-electrode method was consistently slower than the velocity calculated by the HR velocity method (6.3 Ϯ 2.8 mm/s vs. 4.3 Ϯ 1.8 mm/s; P Ͻ 0.001). During the onset of entrainment (6.8 -7.5 min) the sparse-electrode method was found to markedly overestimate the slow-wave velocity. D: slow-wave amplitude after entrainment was slightly higher than the baseline amplitude (0.31 Ϯ 0.19 vs. 0.36 Ϯ 0.22 mA; P Ͻ 0.001).
In the first experiment, it was also shown that entrainment of the whole tissue field aboral to the pacing electrodes (i.e., antegrade entrainment) can be achieved immediately, provided that the tissue is in an excitable state. By contrast, successfully achieving entrainment in the retrograde direction is strongly dependent on the interactions between the native and the entrained activities. In this study, it took many cycles until the retrograde activity successfully encroached on, and ultimately dominated, the area that was under the control of the native antegrade activity. Investigators should therefore carefully consider the placement of gastric pacing electrodes and the phase relationships of the native and paced events to minimize or optimize slow-wave interactions according to the physio-logical and clinical motives of their research. A software tool has recently been developed and validated to assist with this task (6) .
In the second experiment, slow-wave conduction velocities in the corpus were found to be anisotropic, with circumferential propagation being faster than longitudinal propagation. Anisotropic gastric slow-wave conduction has previously been demonstrated in vitro (10) ; however, this study shows that an in vivo evaluation can be accurately performed. Anisotropic propagation in the gastric corpus has not been documented in previous HR gastric mapping studies because, under normal circumstances, the slow-wave front rapidly organizes to propagate as a transverse band in the organoaxial direction, and therefore a circumferentially propagating component is not observed (11, 13) . In this study, anisotropic propagation could be calculated at HR only because a slow-wave event was evoked in the middle of the mapped field.
In the third experiment, it was shown that slow-wave dysrhythmias may occur during gastric pacing. Multiple aberrant wave fronts were found to propagate simultaneously during dysrhythmia, as previously demonstrated in a detailed study by Lammers et al. (14) . It is not clear why periodic blocks to slow-wave conduction had occurred during pacing in this study Fig. 7 . Comparison of pacing protocols at HR. A: entrainment mapping was performed with 3 PCBs (92 electrodes; area ϳ47 cm 2 ). B: pacing was performed at an antral site (period 19 s, amplitude 4 mA, pulse width 400 ms). The presented electrograms are from the representative channels indicated by the gray bars and arrows in A. Following successful entrainment of the mapped field, the amplitude was halved to 2 mA, resulting in loss of entrainment, indicated by the return of native antegrade propagation, which showed a lower frequency, faster velocity, and higher amplitude than the entrained activity. The mapped events in C correspond to the slow-wave cycles (i-v) that are marked on the electrograms. Activation and velocity field maps are shown for each cycle. The retrograde entrained activity activated less of the mapped tissue area than the native activity (20.6 Ϯ 1.9 cm 2 vs. 32.8 Ϯ 2.6 cm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.001). Fig. 6 . Dysrhythmia during gastric pacing. A: entrainment mapping was performed with 192 electrodes (area ϳ93 cm 2 ). B: gastric pacing (period 17 s, amplitude 4 mA, pulse width 400 ms) achieved regular entrainment. The displayed electrograms were recorded from the column of electrode channels indicated by the vertical gray band and arrows in A. Three entrained waves are presented, followed by a skipped cycle (no wave was entrained), followed by a dysrhythmic event. C: HR maps of the 3 entrained cycles, one skipped cycle, and a dysrhythmic episode are presented in sequence. The dysrhythmic event is shown to feature, from top of mapped field to bottom: a native wave, an entrained wave (retrograde and antegrade propagation), an ectopic pacemaker, and an uncoupled wavefront propagating medially. D: sparse selection of 4 electrodes is shown over the same recording period (interelectrode spacing 30 mm), from the electrodes (i-iv) highlighted with gray circles in C. A sparse electrode analysis would have detected an irregularity in the gastric rhythm but would not have detected the ectopic events and uncoupled propagation. or why parts of the stomach became dysrhythmic or uncoupled during these events. Future research may address these questions, which previous research tools have been unable to evaluate.
A new finding from the fourth example study was that a different area of the stomach could be active during pacing compared with during native activity. A difference in the active tissue area of canine stomachs was previously described by Sarna et al. (20) after acetylcholine administration, but it is unclear why the differences had occurred in this study. The fourth experiment also showed that different slow-wave amplitudes and velocities could occur during pacing compared with during native activity. This finding is in contrast to a previous sparse-electrode study that showed that slow-wave amplitudes and velocities are similar during pacing compared with during native activity (24) . These inconsistent and poorly understood results underscore the present lack of understanding regarding the effects of gastric stimulation on slow-wave activity, and future research employing entrainment mapping will be useful to improve this understanding.
There are a number of research areas of present interest in gastric pacing where entrainment mapping offers greatest potential. It has previously been suggested that gastric pacing may revert or reduce the dysrhythmias that contribute to dysmotility in gastroparesis (15) . As discussed above, the complex slow-wave events that occur during dysrhythmias, such as reentrant circuits, can only reliably be described by using HR mapping (14) . Therefore, to accurately define the effects of gastric stimulation on gastric dysrhythmias, entrainment mapping should be employed. It would be particularly interesting to evaluate the effects of pacing in gastroparesis patients using this technique.
Some investigators are now applying gastric pacing via multiple coordinated electrode sites (multichannel stimulation) in an attempt to improve the efficacy and energy efficiency of gastric pacing (2) . Entrainment mapping would be a valuable tool for investigating slow-wave behaviors during multichannel stimulation because it would enable an accurate and detailed analysis of the local slow-wave events surrounding each stimulus point and their subsequent interactions.
Researchers investigating gastric pacing as a treatment for obesity have previously attempted to apply stimulation at the distal antrum to entrain slow waves in the retrograde direction or disrupt normal slow-wave propagation in an attempt to inhibit gastric emptying and induce satiety and weight loss (25) . The retrograde entrained activity must interfere with the native antegrade activity originating in the upper corpus. Entrainment mapping is shown here to allow an accurate quantification of the phase interactions between native and entrained activities, and the technique could therefore assist researchers interested in optimizing the d e and ZOE achieved during antral stimulation for obesity (6) .
In addition, entrainment mapping is already being adopted by researchers interested in the mathematical modeling of gastric stimulation outcomes (3, 6) . Gastric stimulation research is experimentally demanding because there is a vast range of potential stimulation protocols available for investigation, involving different combinations of numerous variables such as pulse frequency, amplitude, width, electrode positions, and pulse on-off timing. Biophysically based modeling is being used to perform in silico trials that reduce this vast range of protocols to a substantially smaller number of potentially valuable protocols, before more targeted experimental trials (4) . However, as the mathematical models become more sophisticated and resemble the physiological complexity of gastrointestinal tissues, the requirement for comprehensive experimental validation of the models also becomes more demanding to prove that the model has worthwhile predictive capabilities. The high quantitative level of spatial detail achieved by entrainment mapping makes it an ideal tool for model validation (6) .
Importantly, HR entrainment mapping requires open surgical access and therefore cannot presently be employed in recovery studies on conscious animals. In future, implantable miniarrays of electrodes may enable an entrainment mapping analysis of slow-wave propagation in conscious animals and humans (23) . As demonstrated in a recent study describing a new laparoscopic device for recording slow waves, useful spatial detail regarding the direction and velocity of slow-wave propagation can be determined from as few as four electrodes (18) . Future intraoperative studies may also employ different electrode configurations to achieve mapping of both the anterior and posterior gastric surfaces simultaneously. The efficiency of future entrainment mapping studies is also likely to improve with the recent advent of an automated algorithm for the rapid identification of the activation times of serosal slow-wave events (8) .
In summary, HR entrainment mapping offers a number of important advantages compared with traditional sparse-electrode methods for evaluating gastric pacing outcomes. Entrainment mapping is a major advance for improving the understanding of the effects of gastric electrical stimulation on slow-wave activity and will therefore be valuable in research efforts to improve the clinical efficacy of gastric pacing.
